
ecreasing 
E enses 

he federal minimum wage in the United tates is just  and it has not changed 

since uly  owever  according the Bureau of Labor tatistics  the cost of living 

has increased by  during the same time period  hus  for the  million people 

earning at or below the minimum wage  decreasing expenses is critical   

s a result  we focused our efforts on a number of ways in which low-income 

households could decrease their expenses  e worked on  projects  partnering with 

nine organi ations  f these projects  we launched six optimi ation experiments with 

one more set to launch in   and created six prototypes   

his year  we focused on helping consumers decrease three expenses: 

1. a es reparation ees  he I s olunteer Income ax ssistance I

program sponsors sites around the nation where low-to moderate-income L I
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filers can have their taxes prepared for free  

owever  only  of ualifying returns were prepared at I  sites  ver  of 

filers used a paid preparer  his means that many people are paying an average of 

 to have their taxes done by a paid preparer  

ith obin ood Foundation and riva  a tax preparation site in the Bronx  we 

used reminders to help past clients come back to riva   

his simple intervention increased retention rates from  to  saving filers 

over  in tax preparation costs  

ith obin ood Foundation and 

Urban Upbound  a tax preparation site 

in Long Island City  New York  we 

focused on increasing the number of 

new clients  e optimi ed their 

referral lottery  making the lottery 

more tangible and concrete  hen 

friends and family received a tangible  physical 

ticket not just a promise of 

a lottery ticket  the number of people 

who came in from a referral increased five-fold  

Lastly  with United ay of ucson and outhern ri ona  we used social proof to 

encourage filers to save time and money by using a scan-and-go tax preparation 

service alet ita  e increased use of alet ita from  to   

2. ood penses  Last year  we started studying which purchases people tend to
regret the most  In partnership with apital  a financial management app   users

rated their past transactions on how much they regretted each expenditure

In our analysis  we found that people have  more regret on purchases made at 

restaurants  coffee shops  and fast food establishments  his was consistent with 

our survey research  showing that people want to reduce their food 
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expenses  his was expected  as food-related expenses are the most fre uent 

and most visible  iddle income households spend more than  of their 

income on food  while the lowest income households spend more than  of 

their income on food   

e partnered with CoinFlip  a startup that makes it easy to link grocery coupons to a 

grocery store s loyalty card  his helps people save money on their grocery bills by 

making couponing easier   

e changed CoinFlip s marketing emails and tested whether changing the call to 

action from sign up  to claim  would have an effect   

e found that the claim  condition significantly increased open rates and click-

through rates compared to the control condition  and  respectively  

ith ri ona Federal Credit Union  we tested 

whether telling people how much they are 

spending in comparison to their peers 

decreased their food expenses  e found 

that when people complete our entire 

intervention  they spend  less on eating 

out expenses in the following week  

ith ropel  we are focused on helping 

N  recipients plan their grocery trips to 

reduce unnecessary food expenses  e 

launched an intervention that helps people 

plan their shopping on a weekly basis  his experiment is still in the field  

. ank ees  he Consumer Financial rotection Bureau CF B  found that the
majority of overdraft fees were incurred on transactions of  or lower and

were repaid within three days  s the authors write  ut in lending terms  if a

consumer borrowed  for three days and paid the median overdraft fee of
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 such a loan would carry a  

percent annual percentage rate  

e partnered with Chime  a no-fee 

online bank  to develop 

bankfeefinder com  a free tool that 

allows consumers to see how much 

they spend on fees each year and 

easily switch to a no-fee bank  housands of people have used the tool and hundreds 

have opened a no-fee bank account   

e also worked with Chime to experiment with their sign-up flow in order to increase 

the number of people who switch to a no-fee bank  his experiment is still in the field  

Lastly  we are working with Freedom First 

Credit Union to prevent people from 

incurring overdraft fees in the first place  

e launched an experiment that alerts 

members when they have a low balance  

with the aim of preventing overdraft fees  

e expect results by   
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

Increasing a e 
 scan an g  

a  ser ices i  
ecisi n ai s 

Partner Type: NPO  

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: Completed 

he I s olunteer Income ax ssistance I  program sponsors sites around the 

nation where low-to moderate-income L I  filers can have their taxes prepared for free  

owever  only  of ualifying returns were prepared at I  sites  ver  of filers 

used a paid preparer  his means that many people are paying an average of 

 to have their taxes done by a paid preparer  

e partnered with United ay of ucson and outhern ri ona U  to address how to 

increase uptake of alet I  a a scan-and-go version of the I s drop-off filing 

services  alet I  allows filers to be interviewed  have their documents scanned to a 

secure cloud platform  and leave with all their documents in hand  a process that 
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takes  to  minutes  heir returns can either be picked up at the same site or sent 

to them through encrypted email about one week later   

ach year  U  serves 

approximately  

taxpayers in the ucson area 

through their I  sites  heir 

alet I  system serves as a 

model for many organi ations 

similarly seeking innovative 

solutions  he service 

significantly cuts down on 

wait times at I  sites for 

those who opt in while also 

providing an opportunity to 

take advantage of other on-

site services  such as tax time savings  access to banking tools for the unbanked  and 

more  ven though the standard model of filing taxes is often more time-consuming 

than alet I  taxpayers have not changed their behaviors during tax time to include 

consideration of these other service delivery models  

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
In a brief behavioral diagnosis  due to the time constraints of the tax season  we held 

meetings with U  to explore the preparation process in-depth and discuss the barriers 

that prevent tax filers from choosing alet I  hrough this process  we established 

that the following barriers likely come into play when filers make their decisions for how 

to prepare their taxes: 

1. eople are rarely offered the services of alet  unless the site is too busy
to take in person returns. any site volunteers have been working at I  sites 

for years and are hesitant to incorporate new services into their routines unless 

they deem them helpful and necessary
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eople prefer to do their ta es with someone in person so they can ask

uestions and check that the ta es are done correctly. Currently  the alet I

process feels less personali ed  as people are used to preparing their taxes while

sitting on-site with their preparer

eople set the day aside with the goal of getting their ta es done and would

rather wait than try an unfamiliar process that takes longer to complete. ven

though alet I  saves time on-site  the overall process is extended to at least a

week while taxes are sent to the preparation hub  For many people  this means

that they feel as if the process isn t yet complete  and that they have to wait to

find out the amount of their refund

e iment 
e chose to implement a test at I  sites where site greeters would hand filers small 

sheets informing them about the two options available to file their taxes  e addressed 

the barriers above by testing different psychological appeals to nudge people towards 

using alet I : 

ontrol  imply informing filers about their two options for filing

go ppeal  Congratulating people on ualifying for alet I  in order to make it

feel like a uni ue and coveted service

ecision id  ighlighting the different circumstances under which people

should use alet I
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esu ts 
ue to difficulties with implementation 

on-site  our sample si e was smaller 

than we originally anticipated  ut of the 

 total filers who came into U s 

I  sites  only  filers received one 

of the three slips   

Yet  we still found some interesting 

results  he decision aid sheet was most effective  with  of filers who received this 

sheet choosing to file with alet I  compared to  who received the control slip

Sample sheets 

Figure 13: Sheets by condition 
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m a t 
s a result of this pilot  over a uarter of filers prepared their taxes with alet I  

his increase in uptake also translates to time saved for U   

his means that with a full rollout  they would be able to increase their impact by 

serving even more taxpayers due to the time saved with increased use of alet I  

In a full rollout to the approximately  

taxpayers that U  serves each year  we 

estimate that this intervention would lead to 

 people filing with alet I  translating 

to approximately  hours saved in on-site 

waiting time   

e are continuing our partnership with U  to test another intervention to further 

increase uptake of alet I  as well as a broader test to increase uptake of all I  

services among people who currently use paid preparers to file their taxes  

Experiment Results

Figure 14: Utilization rates of  Valet VITA by condition
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

sin  eminde s to 
in ease etention 
at f ee ta  sites 

Partner Type: NPO  

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: Completed 

ven though most people look forward 

to tax refunds  the same cannot be 

said about the preparing and filing of 

the tax returns  ax forms are 

notoriously complicated and the 

number of people who pay 

professionals to help them prepare 

their taxes is a testament to that  he 

average cost of professional tax 

preparation is  which can make 

this service inaccessible to the many low-income individuals who need it most  

o alleviate this problem  the I  supports the olunteer Income ax ssistance I  

program  which provides free tax preparation services for individuals with limited 

income  

lthough this free option exists  many of those vulnerable don t take advantage of it 

because of some of I s drawbacks e g  long waiting times  brand recognition  etc  

n top of this  many people fall victim to predatory tax preparers who offer clients 

cash advances  e worked with obin ood Foundation  and riva  a I  site in the 

Bronx in New York City  to test how different  messages could increase usage of 
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the I  site  riva operates nine tax 

sites in the Bronx and one tax site in 

anhattan  hese sites serve around 

 tax filers each year   

heir main location  in the 

ighbridge area of the Bronx  serves 

over  tax filers each year  

oughly  of ighbridge residents 

live below the poverty line

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
e conducted two full days of observation  along with ten hours of ualitative interviews 

with key staff members  preparers  greeters  and other volunteers  e noted that: 

▪ ilers love riva. verwhelmingly  filers have a strong sense of connection to the

staff  hey feel valued and respected  Yet  at the time  riva had limited outreach

efforts  choosing to rely more on word-of-mouth than traditional marketing tactics

▪ ilers often don t bring all of the necessary documents. Filers would often forget

important tax documents  extending the preparation process  In addition  many

forget to bring their savings account information  reducing the likelihood of them

saving part of their tax refund

e iment 
rior research has shown that  reminders are an effective way to change behavior 

change  For example  text messages have been shown to increase patient attendance  

credit scores  and savings rates   reminders can help bring issues top of mind and 

focus attention  hus  we wanted to create a  reminder that would help to increase 

riva s filer retention rate and increase a filer s likelihood of saving part of their taxes   
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e split riva s existing user base of  former clients into four different conditions 

including a control which received no   

In crafting the  messages  we wanted to remind users of riva  highlight the 
benefits of filing with riva a free service  invoke action via direct uestions  and 
prime clients to think about saving  

esu t 
t the end of the tax season  riva filed  tax returns  Compared to the no  

reminders condition  both our simple reminder and our reminder  savings condition 

increased attendance  his simple intervention increased retention rates by roughly 

 from  in the control to  in the simple reminder and reminder  savings 

conditions  

Control Reminder Savings Message Reminder + Savings

No SMS Hi [Maribel] it’s time to file your 
taxes. Come to Ariva to file for 
FREE. 

Remember to bring your ID, 
Social Security Card, W2s or 
1099s, and ROUTING and 
ACCOUNT numbers for both 
your SAVINGS and 
CHECKING accounts. 

Will you come in this year? Text 
Yes or  No

Hi [Maribel] it’s time to file your 
taxes. Come to Ariva to file for 
FREE.  

If  you get a refund this year, 
what percentage of  your refund 
do you want to save? 

Text A if  you want to save more 
than 25%, B = around 25%, C = 
less than 25% 

Hi [Maribel] it’s time to file your 
taxes. Come to Ariva to file for 
FREE. 

Remember to bring your ID, 
Social Security Card, W2s or 
1099s, and ROUTING and 
ACCOUNT numbers for both 
your SAVINGS and 
CHECKING accounts. 

If  you get a refund this year, 
what percentage of  your refund 
do you want to save? 

Text A if  you want to save more 
than 25%, B = around 25%, C = 
less than 25

Figure 15: SMS by condition 
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s a secondary measure for this experiment  we also wanted to see if we could savings  

e were hoping to measure savings rates by measuring the number of people who split 

their tax refund into a checking and a savings account by filing the Form  tax form  

Unfortunately  we weren t able to track actual Form  submissions to each filer   

m a t 
he simple intervention of sending a one-time text  led to an additional  people 

attending riva  his is especially impressive given our intervention cost less than  

total to implement  ssuming these clients would have gone to a paid preparer  our 

interventions saved over  in tax preparation costs just from sending out 

messages to clients of this one I  site  caling this intervention across more I  

sites in the United tates could lead to millions more in additional savings for low-to-

moderate income mericans 

Experiment Results

Figure 16: Retention rates by condition 
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

sin  tan ib e 
otte  ti ets to 

in ease efe a s 

Partner Type: NPO  

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: Completed 

ach year   New Yorkers 

get their taxes prepared for free 

at olunteer Income ax 

ssistance I  sites  

owever  an estimated five 

million New Yorkers ualify for 

this service  ore than half of 

those who ualify for the free 

service end up spending about 

 for the services of a paid 

tax preparer instead  

Furthermore  about  of 

households eligible to receive 

the arned Income ax Credit fail to claim it while completing their taxes  missing out on 

an average of  in tax credits  I  sites save filers money on the front end  as well 

as increase returns on the back end  he sites  however  are highly underutili ed  

In partnership with the obin ood Foundation  we worked with an Urban Upbound I  

site in Long Island City  New York  to increase the number of I  filers through a friend 

and family referral program  
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e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
e wanted to increase the number of current I  filers that recommend the site to 

friends and family and increase the number of referred households that actually come 

to the I  site to file their taxes  hrough conversations with staff  observations of the 

I  site process  and insights from existing behavioral research  we identified the 

following barriers to achieving the key behaviors: 

ilers don t tell friends and

family about s services.

I  referrals may not naturally

come up in conversation

between friends and family

eople often forget  ven

satisfied filers may only share

the information with friends

and family who explicitly ask

them about filing taxes  In addition  there is no personal benefit for making a 

referral

ilers may not refer, and the referred may not go, if they aren t sure if they are 

eligible for the free service.

riends and family decide not to le at . he referred may not go to I  

because they have already filed their taxes or because they want to stick with 

how they always do their taxes  he referred may not want to go because they 

don t trust I  sites  believing it to be an inferior service because it s free  

Finally  the referred may not want to go because they want to speed up the 

refund process  so they use the services of a paid preparer in order to get an 

anticipation loan  

e iment 
o increase referrals at the Urban Upbound LIC I  site  we conducted a referral 

lottery  Filers were given the opportunity to make any referrals immediately after they 

had their taxes prepared but before they left the site  
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ach referral card had a uni ue referral code and the filers  name and phone number  

Filers could then take a photo of the referral card and text the photo to up to ten people  

he filer would then receive a scratch ticket for each person they texted to give to their 

friend or family  If the scratch ticket is a winning scratch card  the referrer and the 

referred split the earnings e ually  

ith a total reward value of  it was important to establish that the random reward 

incentive was worth the cost  dditionally  we had conflicting hypotheses about the 

tangibility of the ticket  It is theoretically easier to refer more people if you can do it 

entirely digitally  

owever  there is an additional power around tangibility and concreteness as well as 

heightened curiosity and potential regret  to motivate the referred to come to the site if 

they have the physical ticket  herefore  we had three different referral cards that we 

randomly distributed during intake  

imple eferral   simple referral with no mention of any scratch card

romised icket   promised scratch ticket that the referred could collect at the 

site

hysical icket   physical scratch ticket that the referrer received to give to the 

referred to bring to the site  

Filers were gently encouraged to take a picture of the referral card and text it while still at 

the I  site  e then tracked how many photo texts were sent from each card and how 

many new filers came in with each uni ue referral code  e compared these metrics 

across all three conditions to determine the most effective way to increase the number 

of people referred and the number of referred people who act on that referral to get their 

taxes done  

esu ts 
uring the tax season  we asked about  filers if they wanted to make a referral and 

 of those filers texted at least one person a photo of their referral card   
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hose who texted sent the image to  people  on average  In this pilot  the referral 

program resulted in  text messages to tell people about the LIC I  site   

owever  only about  of those who received the text messages came in to file their 

taxes at the site  o while the referral program was effective at making referrals  it was 

less effective at encouraging follow-through by the referred  owever  we did find 

meaningful differences between the referral cards: 

▪ he scratch ticket promised or physical  increased the number of people who 

made a referral by  N  p-value  owever  once someone decided 

to make at least one referral  the number of referrals made did not vary across 

conditions  

▪ hose who received the tangible 

ticket were almost five times more 

likely to come to the I  site to 

have their taxes prepared when 

compared to the simple referral  

Less than  of filers who made a 

simple referral had a referrer come 

in  compared to over  of the 

Experiment Results

Figure 17: Percent of  filers who made at least one referral per condition 
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filers who received a tangible ticket  his experiment demonstrates the real 

value of concreteness and tangibility to motivate behavior  

m a t 
In this pilot   people received a text message about the I  site  but it ultimately 

only brought in  new filers  owever   of the new filers claimed the earned income 

tax credit I C  which totaled an additional  in tax credits to these families  If 

the tangible lottery ticket were to be scaled across New York I  sites  we would 

expect this to lead to  text message referrals   more filers  and an 

additional  million in tax credits

Experiment Results

Figure 18: Percent of  filers who have at least one person visit Urban Upbound 
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F amin  t e a  to 
a tion to d i e 
si n u s 

Partner Type: Startup Partner Cohort: 2017 

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: Completed  

In  middle-income households spent  of their income on food  he lowest 

income households spent  of their income on food  hat s almost as much as 

most mericans spend on housing  iven this high cost  people want to reduce their 

food expenditures  In both our ualitative and uantitative studies  when we ask people 

where they could cut their expenses  most respondents cited their food expenses  o 

help consumers reduce their food expenses  we partnered with CoinFlip  a company that 

allows users to link their grocery discounts to their grocery loyalty cards  

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
CoinFlip was still in beta mode when we launched our partnership  hus  we wanted to 

inform their communication strategy from a behavioral perspective straight from the 
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onset  fter analy ing their initial mocks and sign-up flow  we reali ed that we needed to 

give potential users a reason to sign-up  rocery discounts are not that exciting  hus  

we knew we needed to amplify the perceived salience of the ask  

e iment 
e conducted an email experiment with one of CoinFlip s partners  a national nonprofit 

that provides benefits and discounts to its members across a number of grocery stores  

Instead of clipping coupons  members can just sign up for CoinFlip and digitally link the 

discounts provided by Coinflip s partners to their grocery loyalty cards  

e tested whether changing the call-to-action button on the marketing emails from 

ign Up  to Claim  would increase sign-up rates  From a behavioral perspective  

claim  highlights both a sense of scarcity other people are claiming this limited 

resource  and ownership this resource is mine  hus  it pulls both on social proof and 

the endowment effect  ur sign up  served as our control condition and our claim  

email served as our experimental condition   

Control Condition Experimental Condition

Figure 19: Emails by condition

!
!
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esu ts 
e emailed over  discount provider members and saw significant differences 

in engagement between our sign up  and claim  emails  ur claim  condition 

increased open rates by  from  to  he claim  condition also increased 

click-through rates by  from  to  ur experiment led to an additional  

sign-ups over the control  increasing sign-up rates by  over the control  

m a t 
ur work had a significant impact on how CoinFlip views their value proposition  s a 

result  we helped CoinFlip redesign the calls to action on their emails  sign-up flow  and 

landing pages   

he endowment effect is now a central part of their messaging  CoinFlip boasts over 

 users  all of whom have gone through our updated sign-up flow and marketing 

materials  

Experiment Results

Figure 20: Open rates and click-through rates by condition 
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

sin  so ia  oof 
to de ease 
dis etiona  
s endin  

Partner Type: CU  

Project Type: Prototype  Project Status: Completed 

In  more than half of 

mericans said they were 

actively looking for ways to cut 

back on weekly spending  Yet  

federally collected spending 

data shows that on average  

individuals spent  more in 

 compared to   

o help people spend less  we 

tested if social proof could be 

used to effectively drive lower 

spending  his an extension of our some of our social proof studies from  

e partnered with ri ona Federal Credit Union FCU  an innovative   

member credit union  and NC s igital Insight  banking solutions for credit unions 

and banks  ogether we designed a social proof intervention that would help FCU 

members reduce their expenses  
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e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
e began our diagnosis by understanding where people see the biggest gap between 

others  spending compared to their own and where they feel they can make a change  

e conducted a survey on ma on echanical urk and then compared those results 

to what others actually spent using federally collected spending data by the Bureau of 

Labor tatistics   

his deep data analysis allowed us to get four meaningful insights about spending: 

1. eople believe others spend 

more than they do. esearch 

has shown that the Lake 

obegon  effect  a well-

documented tendency to 

overestimate our own abilities 

and ualities  is strongest for 

behaviors that are easy  

common and controllable like 

spending  s such  we found

that people thought others spent more than they did in all  spending 

categories  

2. eople are surrounded by spending. hen asked to think about the spending of
others  most people immediately conjured up images of packed restaurants and 

lines for the newest i hone  esearch shows that we have a tendency to use this 

ease of recall to estimate an event s importance or fre uency  ur study showed 

that the relative gap between what people thought others spent compared to what 

they spent was highest for highly visible  public expenditures such as 

transportation  eating out and recreation
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eople believe they can easily curb their eating out e penditures. espondents 

rated eating-out spending and fees as being the easiest to change  while housing 

and transportation were rated as the hardest to change

eople have a very hard time accurately estimating what they spend. ost of 

our respondents estimated values for their own spending that were rounded 

down to the nearest  and well-below what federally collected data would 

suggest based on their income and household si e  

e iment  
o combat people s overconfidence about their own spending  we employed social 

proof  ocial proof is the idea that when people are unsure of the correct way to behave  

they will often observe and follow the behavior of others  ating out spending was a 

category that people felt they could change  It s also a category we know people regret 

spending on  which makes it a good candidate for testing social proof  

People overestimate others’ spending versus their own spending

Figure 21: Ratio of  how much respondents think others are spending vs. what respondents are spending on 
each category

!
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he intervention we designed worked as follows  First  we identified  members of 

the credit union who had some eating-out spending in the previous three months and 

who used Finance orks a personal financial management tool that would let us track 

their actual spending   

ight thousand of those members were offered the chance to estimate their monthly 

eating-out spending via an email and the remaining  were not sent the email and 

kept as a control   

hose that choose to participate via the email were then shown how their spending 

compared to people like them people with similar incomes and household si e in their 

geographic region    

o accomplish this  we collaborated with laid to leverage anonymi ed  aggregated data 

insights  laid empowers consumers to securely connect their financial data with third-

party applications  hey power some of the top financial tools and services available 

today including Clarity oney igit and arnUp  

n that same page  after seeing what other people spend  participants were asked if 

they wanted to increase  decrease  or keep their spending the same  

Finally  they were also asked how much they planned to spend next month and what 

cost-cutting behaviors they wanted to commit to   

For the subsample of FCU s population that was using Finance orks  we were able 

to track their real-life transactions and see how their eating out spending changed 

following the intervention   
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esu ts 
e launched our experiment to ri ona Federal Credit Union members on une  

mong the  members who received the intervention email our full treatment 

group   members started the intervention  Before we analy ed spending behaviors 

between the groups  we identified a few key insights:  

1. eople are interested in others  spending. ur email had a  click-through

rate  his was  times higher click rate than past emails from the credit union

Social Proof  Intervention

Figure 22: Sample screen of  social proof  intervention
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eople did think others were spending more than them. eople estimated others 

were spending around  more than they were spending on eating out

eople don t want to see bad news. oughly  of the people who were told 

they were spending the same or less than others dropped out of our experiment  

In contrast   of people who were told they spend more than others dropped 

out of our experiment  

o did people reduce their spending? he results suggest that people who went 

completely through the treatment were more likely to reduce their spending in the 

following week   

In fact  they spent about  less in the following week than the control group  owever  

this only holds if they both committed to spending less next month and specified an 

amount   

hey reduced their spending over the following month by  but this was only 

marginally significant p  

Experiment Results

Figure 23: Change in eating out expenditures by conditions
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ur results do have limitations  First  people 

who received a social proof message that 

showed they were spending within  of 

the norm or more than  were almost  

times more likely to drop out of our study  

ince our intervention was only effective for 

those who completed the full experience  we 

are unable to disentangle whether our 

results were due to the selection bias or our 

actual intervention  Future studies will work to understand this  

m a t 
In total   users received social proof feedback  oughly  of these users spent 

less the following week on eating out   higher than in the control group  hey also 

saved a total of  over the previous week  

If rolled out to FCU s full population in a way where everyone completes our full 

intervention  we d expect to see an additional  people spend less the following 

week and a total reduction of over  million in eating-out spending across all 

members in the following week   

e are in the process of running the same intervention with a broader network of credit 

unions   

In our next iterations  we will focus on getting more people to complete the full 

intervention and helping people turn their success cutting expenses during their first 

week into a longer term and more durable change  
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

Can sim  
emindin  eo e 

to o s o in  
sa e t em mone  
on o e ies  

Partner Type: Startup 

Project Type: Prototype Project Status: In Field 

he upplemental Nutrition ssistance rogram N  is the most effective anti-

hunger safety net program  N  is an integral part of the merican hunger safety net  

with  million people  roughly one in seven mericans  currently receiving N  

benefits

adly  most N  participants do not receive enough to cover their grocery bills: the 

average family uses up  of their benefits in just two weeks  ow can we help people 

stretch these benefits?  
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Last year  we partnered with ropel  a fintech company that makes a mobile app called 

Fresh B  which allows N  participants to easily check their electronic benefit 

transfer B  card balance and transaction history  Fresh B  users can also find stores 

that accept N  make a shopping list  clip digital coupons  and access other resources 

that help them save money and stretch their B  dollars  

In our first experiment with ropel  we found that breaking up the monthly N  deposit 

into four weeks and displaying a recommended weekly budget helped users make their 

benefits last up to three days longer  his resulted in about nine extra meals per month  

he experiment was so successful that ropel rolled out the recommended weekly 

budget to over  million users  

his year  we wanted to test how we 

could help Fresh B  users stretch 

their benefits even further  In 

analy ing ropel s data  we found 

that Fresh B  users go food 

shopping  times per month on 

average  and that  of their 

transactions are under   

N  participants are likely purchasing food from smaller  local retailers at a premium  

rather than grouping their food purchases into several larger  less fre uent trips  which 

would save them money  e decided to test how we could help Fresh B  users better 

plan their shopping to save money  

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
Building on our previous work with ropel  we analy ed the spending patterns of over 

one million users in their database  how often they go shopping and on which days  

and conducted over a do en ualitative interviews with N  recipients  In addition  we 

ran several online surveys with hundreds of participants to optimi e the language of the 

new app feature  
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ur analysis of spending patterns  as well as the online 

survey  led to the following insights: 

 participants may be overspending due to 

insuf cient planning. eople may be going to the 

corner store at the last minute because they are 

unable to plan their grocery trips ahead of time  e 

decided to focus on helping N  participants 

save money by helping them plan their trips

sers don t have a strongly preferred day of the 

week for grocery shopping. hey are e ually likely 

to shop on each day of the week  his indicates 

that we could anchor them to a specific day

sers tend to check the app fairly fre uently. he 

Fresh B  app would be an effective place for our 

intervention  

o help Fresh B  users better plan their grocery trips  we removed barriers in two 

ways:  

We allocated a speci c day for grocery shopping Wednesday .

We sent a shopping reminder the day before about their upcoming grocery 
trip. 

e further amplified the benefit of potential savings by giving Fresh B  users a 

compelling reason to shop on ednesday: it is the first day of the weekly promotion 

cycle in some supermarkets  so the highest number of discounts would be available on 

that day  

herefore  we used the behavioral principles of reminders and planning  paired with 

building a habit over time through consistency a reminder to go shopping every week  

and a benefit that is salient to the user first day of the promotion cycle  
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e iment 
e tested the effectiveness of reminders through a two-condition experiment  First  we 

chose Food Lion as the target retailer for our experiment because all Food Lion stores 

have a consistent promotion cycle starting on ednesday   

e then randomly assigned  Fresh B  users who had shopped at Food Lion in 

the last month to one of two conditions  hose in the experimental condition first saw 

the opt-in message below  left  asking them if they d like to receive reminders  hose 

who opted in then received a push notification below  right  every uesday reminding 

them to go grocery shopping  he notification included a link to the Food Lion circular to 

further encourage Fresh B  users to plan their shopping trip in advance  hose 

assigned to the control condition did not see the opt-in message nor did they receive any 

reminders  

Experimental Condition

Figure 24: Change in eating out expenditures by conditions

! !
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esu ts 
he experiment launched in late eptember  and will run until anuary  o 

far   of Fresh B  users in the experimental condition opted in to receive 

reminders  o evaluate the effectiveness of our intervention  we plan to compare all 

Fresh B  users in the experimental group to control participants  on the following 

measures:  

dherence to shopping on Wednesday  e predict that those who opted in to 

receive reminders will be more likely to go shopping at Food Lion on 

ednesday

ercent of purchases under  hose who opted in should be able to plan 

their shopping trips better and should have a lower percentage of small 

purchases  
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

Can asso iations to 
one s futu e se f o  
disso iations f om 
one s ast se f  
d i e si n u s  

Partner Type: Startup 

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: In Field 

he Consumer Financial rotection Bureau CF B  finds that the majority of overdraft 

fees were incurred on transactions of  or less and were repaid within three days  

ccording to the CF B  If a consumer borrowed  for three days and paid the 

median overdraft fee of  such a loan would carry a  percent annual 

percentage rate   

o help people not have to pay these fees  we partnered with Chime  an online bank 

with no monthly fees  no minimum balances  no foreign transaction fees  no overdraft 

fees or transfer fees  

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
e ran a number of intuition studies and found that people massively underestimate 

how much they pay in bank fees  hat s because we tend to not remember our 

mistakes  hus  we helped Chime develop their Bank Fee Finder tool  nyone can go 

online  link their bank account  and see how much they ve paid in bank fees in the last 

year   he tool has reached thousands of people and has made it easier for people to 

switch to a no-fee bank like Chime   
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e also worked with 

Chime to launch their 

 auto-savings tool  

hrough this tool  

users can opt-in to 

automatically saving 

 of any direct 

deposits into their 

checking accounts  

his tool led to more than  million in savings in the first few months   

o help more consumers sign up for Chime  we conducted an in-depth behavioral audit 

of their sign-up flow  analy ed their conversion data to identify significant drop-off 

points  and conducted in-depth interviews with Chime employees  

ur analysis led us to two key findings: 

here s a limited emphasis on bene ts. heir sign-up flow focused on 

simplifying the amount of inputs a user has to read and process  his is generally 

a good practice  but our behavioral analysis also found little callout to the benefits 

of opening a Chime account  that may have attracted applicants in the first place

here s a long delay before being able to use the card. ue to the time 

constraints of physically mailing a debit card  and the technical restrictions of 

utomated Clearing ouse C  transfers  takes a couple of days for a user to 

receive their Chime debit card and activate their account  e know that 

motivation decreases sharply with time  which was reflected in the data as a 

sharp drop-off in the number of users who continued on to the activation step  
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e iment 
ogether with Chime  we designed an experiment with the goal of increasing conversion  

and ultimately savings  through their enrollment flow  

ast research from an Bartels and Lance ips  has shown that a closer association 

with one s future self can increase one s desire to save  imilarly  it may be the case that 

disassociating from one s past self can increase one s desire to avoid past sub-optimal 

financial behaviors  ith this in mind  we ran an experiment within their enrollment 

process   

In this experiment  called the tart top xperiment  we added two screens asking users 

in the middle of the enrollment process to answer if they re ready to start or stop being a 

certain kind of person  

esu ts 
e launched our tart top experiment in uly  he experiment is still in the field  

e expect to have results by   ur Initial eposit experiment is set to launch in 

   

Experimental Conditions

Figure 25: Sample screens for experimental conditions

!
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

edu in  mone  
asted on 

o e d aft fees

Partner Type: CU  

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: In Field 

ccording to the Consumer 

Financial rotection Bureau  a 

total of  billion was spent in 

 on fees for bouncing 

checks and overdrafting  

Unfortunately  consumers gain 

no value from bounced checks  

nd while there are some 

situations in which it may be 

necessary or prudent for a 

consumer to overdraft  there are 

many more situations in which 

doing so can be very harmful and provide little value  

ost banks charge steep fees for overdrafting  making the overdraft operate like a very 

small loan with a very high interest rate  hat s more  the overdraft fee is often charged 

by overdraft incident  rather than proportional to overdraft amount  causing consumers 

to rack up fees faster than they may reali e   
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o understand what can be done to reduce unnecessary overdrafting and non-

sufficient funds N F  fees  we partnered with Freedom First Credit Union  a credit 

union based in irginia  

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
o gain a better understanding of factors 

that lead to members overdrafting and 

incurring N F fees  we conducted site 

visits to Freedom First branches  

interviewed six staff members  and 

analy ed fee data for all  Freedom 

First members who had overdrafted or 

incurred N F fees in the previous six 

months  

he behavioral diagnosis revealed that there were different causes of overdrafting and 

N F fees for different groups of members:

ome members called in to the reedom irst branches to complain when they 

were charged these fees. hese members were often unaware they were being 

charged fees for overdrafting or are unaware that their account balance was low

owever, over 2  members had more than  instances of overdraft or  

fees in the previous si  months. hese customers were clearly suffering from 

deeper financial issues that could not be solved by a heightened awareness of 

fees or low account balances
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e iment 
e randomly selected  credit union members to participate in the first experiment  

hose in the treatment groups received text message reminders if their balances 

dropped below   

eminders were sent no more than once every two weeks  to avoid overloading those 

who have continually low account balances  o account for the different customer 

groups identified in the behavioral diagnosis  we implemented three different treatment 

conditions  along with a control  

esu ts 
his experiment is launched in ecember  with  members  e expect to 

publish our results by   

Condition Purpose Message

Control (N=1,300) No text message reminder. N/A 

Reminder (N=1300) Reminder highlighting fees to take 
advantage of  loss aversion. 

“Alert: your balance dipped below 
$100. If  you go below $0, you may 

incur fees up to $32 per transaction.” 

Opportunity Cost (N=1300) A prompt to think of  other things 
the money could be spent on. 

“Alert: your balance dipped below 
$100. If  you go below $0, you may 

incur fees up to $32 per transaction. 
Imagine what else you could buy with 

that money!” 

Call In (N=1300) 

A prompt to call the Freedom First 
branch, intended for those who may 
be aware of  the low balance but may 
need more assistance to avoid fees. 

“Alert, your balance dipped below 
$100. If  you go below $0, you may 

incur fees up to $32 per transaction. 
Call your Freedom First branch at 

540-339-3860 for help getting
through the month.”

Figure 26: Summary of  conditions
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Partner Cohort: 2016 

Lea nin s f om t e 
Lab   at Mi ennia s 

an tea  us about 
s endin  t ou tfu  

Partner Type: Startup 

Project Type: Lab Learnings Project Status: Completed 

s explained in our  report  we partnered with apital 

to explore this uestion  apital is a mobile banking 

application that helps people save money by enabling 

them to set up automatic savings rules   

ogether  we designed a survey tool that allowed users to 

link to their bank account in order to reflect on past 

purchases  hey could then rate the most recent  

transactions on a scale from  highly regrettable  to  

a great decision  

o  what did we find? From analy ing about  

transactions dating back to the beginning of  here 

are the four key insights we collected: 
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1. illennials spend on enrichment and on others. In the study we measured what
types of purchases were most pleasing to people and when they were most 

pleased with their purchases  Five different types of purchases generated a 

satisfaction level of  or above in order : community  healthcare  utilities

including rent  arts  entertainment  and education  verwhelmingly  these all 

have to do with self-preservation or enriching oneself

t the same time  illennials were much more content with purchases made mid-week 

and in early ecember  From this  we can infer that purchases made for others during 

the holiday season  bring more pleasure  and that people tend to prefer those purchases 

made mid-week ednesday had the highest satisfaction rating  over those potentially 

made more impulsively on the weekend  

ogether these insights suggest we can derive the highest satisfaction when buying for 

others  when enriching ourselves  or when making thoughtful and deliberate purchasing 

decisions  

2. ut the essentials on auto pay. illennials were generally about  more
satisfied with recurring transactions compared to non-recurring ones  ne reason 

for this is because humans are great adapters

ur first experience of something is novel and interesting  but after several similar 

experiences the novelty and our attention wanes until we no longer have the same 

response  ip off a Band- id once and it hurts  ip it off multiple times and we 

begin to discount the pain  In the same way more noticeable transactions are 

more regretful  

By setting up automatic payments for recurring and relatively stable transactions such 

as rent  insurance  and car payments  we can discount the financial pain of those 

payments and become more satisfied with them as regular occurrences  n the other 

hand  they make the payments we re likely to regret another round of drinks or fast 

food  more obvious and novel because the latter are more likely to be paid for in cash   

. imit impulse buys. hile those expenses that are necessary for living  rent
healthcare  groceries  reside near the top of the satisfaction results  the more 

optional purchases fall to the bottom
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illennials rate bar purchases  digital subscriptions  convenience store buys  

coffee shop expenses  restaurant visits  and fast food purchases as their least 

satisfying expenditures  nly bank fees rate lower   

hese types of purchases can often be made on the weekends  when illennials also 

showed a high degree of regret  e can begin to reason that illennials take far 

greater pleasure in making responsible  deliberate and necessary purchases over 

spontaneous  frivolous ones

. econd guess the small stuff, but don t rationali e the big buys. cross all types
of purchases  illennials were less satisfied with smaller purchases than with 

larger ones  hy do we regret smaller purchases more?

eople often look backwards to justify 

their decisions rather than making 

decisions based on sound reasoning and 

evidence  If we spent a lot of money on 

something that we didn t like  we 

rationali e ourselves into believing that 

we must have made a good purchase 

because it was an expensive one  

e can learn two lessons from this 

experiment  First  uestion the small 

purchases  ust because that latte only 

costs  does not mean it s 

inconse uential or won t bother us later  

econd  research the big purchases  

Instead of rationali ing them away after 

the fact to justify the expense  research and make an informed decision  Your happiness 

will thank you on both counts  
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m a t 
Qaptial has used these findings to inform their ongoing innovation and product 

development. For more analysis on this subject, see our published report.
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